Studies reported in the literature indicate that the increase in the breast density is one of the strongest indicators of developing breast cancer. In this paper, we present an approach to automatically evaluate the density of a breast by segmenting its internal parenchyma in either fatty or dense class. Our approach is based on a statistical analysis of each pixel neighbourhood for modelling both tissue types. Therefore, we provide connected density clusters taking the spatial information of the breast into account. With the aim of showing the robustness of our approach, the experiments are performed using two different databases: the well-known Mammographic Image Analysis Society digitised database and a new full-field digital database of mammograms from which we have annotations provided by radiologists. Quantitative and qualitative results show that our approach is able to correctly detect dense breasts, segmenting the tissue type accordingly.
INTRODUCTION
B reast cancer is a major health problem in Western countries. A study developed by the American Cancer Society estimates that, in the USA, between one in 8 and one in 12 women will develop breast cancer during their lifetime. 1 In addition, a recent study of the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare shows that, in Australia, one in 36 woman deaths before the age of 85 are due to this disease. 2 Mammography is still the most commonly used method for detecting breast cancer at early stages, a crucial issue for a high survival rate. With the name of computer-aided tools, there have recently appeared a set of computerised tools to assist physicians to detect and diagnose breast cancer. 3, 4 However, recent studies have shown that the performance of these systems decreases as the density of the breast increases, either decreasing the sensitivity 5, 6 or increasing the specificity. 7 This is a real drawback, since it is widely known by the medical community that breast cancer risk increases as the breast density increases. 8 Therefore, the segmentation of the breast density might be beneficial not only for estimating the quantity of breast dense tissue but also for establishing independent strategies in fatty or dense regions where an automatic procedure may be used to look for abnormalities. 9 During the last years, different algorithms have been proposed for breast density segmentation. For instance, Boyd et al. 10 and Sivaramakrishna et al.
11
used a grey-level thresholding technique to segment the breast into dense and fatty regions. In contrast of obtaining just two clusters, Ferrari et al. 12 and Aylward et al. 13 used mixtures of Gaussian for modelling and segmenting the breast into four and five regions, respectively. However, these related approaches do not take spatial information into account, providing segmentations with too many disconnected regions. Moreover, an initial pre-processing step is needed to remove noisy pixels. Aiming to include this spatial information into account, Saha et al.
14 included a fuzzy affinity function in their proposal, while Zwiggelaar and Denton 15 and Petroudi and Brady 16 employed textural features to take the spatial distribution of the pixel and its neighbourhood into account.
In this paper, we present a statistical approach, which also uses spatial information, to perform breast parenchyma segmentation. The approach is based on modelling a set of patches of either fatty or dense parenchyma using statistical analysis. In particular, we analyse two different strategies to perform this modelling process: (1) KarhunenLoeve-based model [principal component analysis (PCA)] and (2) linear-discriminant-based model [linear discriminant analysis (LDA)]. Once the tissue models have been learned, each pixel of a new mammogram is classified as being fatty or dense tissue, taking its corresponding neighbourhood into account. Note that we perform pixelbased segmentation but using spatial information from the neighbourhood model in the classification step. The final result of our approach is a segmented mammogram with two different regions according to the breast tissue. In order to evaluate our segmentation proposal, we present quantitative and qualitative results extracted from two different databases: the well-known Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS) database and a new fullfield digital database of mammograms from which we have expert annotations.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next section describes the used databases as well as the segmentation approach. Experimental results are then presented in "Results". The analysis of these results as well as a comparison with other approaches is presented in "Discussions". Finally, the paper ends with "Conclusions".
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this section, we describe the proposed approach for breast density segmentation. However, we first present the databases used in the experimental section.
Databases
We test our approach using two different databases: the MIAS database and the Trueta database.
The MIAS Database
The MIAS database 17 contains mammograms extracted from the UK National Breast Screening Programme and digitised to 50-×50-μm pixel resolution with a Joyce-Loebl scanner. The database includes MLO views of both left and right breasts, expert annotations [including presence and location of abnormalities (if any)] and a breast density classification with three categories: fatty, glandular and dense (in density increasing order). However, and due to the increasing usage of the breast imaging reporting and data system (BIR-ADS) standard, we asked three expert radiologists to classify the set of mammograms according to the BIRADS standard (a majority vote between the three experts was used to provide the used BIRADS density classification). Table 1 shows the distribution of this expert classification. As it is shown in the table, a strong correlation exists between fatty breasts and low BIRADS classes and also between dense breasts and high BIRADS classes. Figure 1 shows four mammogram examples of this database with increasing internal density (from BIRADS I to BIRADS IV). In general, the brighter the pixel, the denser the tissue is. Note that the pectoral muscle appears in the top-right corner of the images, and there are also some annotations outside the breast area. Hence, the initial step of our proposal should be able to separate the breast region from the other ones.
The Trueta Database
The second database used is the Trueta Database. The mammograms of this database are obtained by a Figure 2 shows four mammograms of this database with increasing internal density (from BIRADS I to BIRADS IV). Note that the pectoral muscle still appears in the top-right image corners, while the text annotations are now removed.
Initial Pre-processing Step
As already explained, the first step of our approach consists in segmenting the background, annotations and the pectoral muscle of the images. Note that background subtraction is needed to correctly focus the algorithm. Moreover, we need to extract the pectoral muscle because, in some mammograms, it has a similar appearance than the dense tissue, leading to incorrect segmentations. This can be clearly seen in the last image of Figure 1 . We used the approach developed by Martí et al. 18 to identify the region composed by the breast and the pectoral muscle. Briefly, the method starts by computing a scale space representation of the image in order to perform edge detection using different scales. Subsequently, an initial seed point lying in the skin-line contour is automatically located, and it is used as the starting point of a contour growing process, which is guided by attraction and regularisation forces. Afterwards, we use the proposal of Kwok et al. 19 to detect and remove the pectoral muscle. In this approach, the pectoral edge is firstly estimated by a straight line that is validated for correctness of location and orientation. This estimate is then refined using iterative cliff detection to delineate the pectoral margin more accurately. The result of this step is shown in Figure 3 . Note that the background and the pectoral muscle are successfully removed from the original images.
Modelling the Tissue
In order to model the different breast density types (fatty and dense), we manually extract a subset of M patches of size N×N pixels. Figure 4 illustrates three different examples of fatty and dense patches. These patches are used as input data for training a classifier, which later on is used to segment new mammograms. To perform the training and the modelling of both fatty and dense tissue, we select the same number of patches representing both tissue types. We will provide more details on this aspect in the experimental section.
As mentioned in "Introduction", we study two different statistical strategies for creating our models: (1) based on the Karhunen-Loeve transform and (2) based on LDA.
Karhunen-Loeve-Based Model (PCA)
This strategy is mainly based on the eigenfaces solution proposed by Turk and Pentland for the face recognition problem. 20 The Karhunen-Loeve transform is used in order to reduce the dimensionality of the problem, finding the subset of vectors that best account for the distribution of the training images (our M patches) within the entire image space.
The first step of this process consists in representing each image x i of the training database as a vector of length N 2 . Afterwards, μ is computed as the mean image of all training images:
and the total scatter matrix S T :
In this framework, a linear transformation mapping the original image space into a new feature space is defined as:
being W a matrix of size P×N 2 , where P is the number of vectors of the new subspace (PGM). In PCA, the projection is chosen to maximise the determinant of the scatter matrix of the projected samples:
being w i the set of P eigenvectors corresponding to the P largest eigenvalues (called eigenfaces in the original work of Turk and Pentland 20 ) . Note that these eigenvectors define the maximum scatter subspace of the original image space. Afterwards, each training image can be transformed into this space by using Eq. 3. In our process of modelling the tissue patches, the result of this transformation is a vector of weights (z i ) per patch i describing the contribution of each eigenvector in representing the corresponding input patch. The set of M weight vectors, z 1 ... z m , forms our model. Thus, when a new patch has to be tested, we perform a classification process assigning the patch to the most similar class. As in the original algorithm of Turk and Pentland, the similarity is computed using the nearest neighbour algorithm. 20 
Linear-Discriminant-Based Model (LDA)
An important aspect of the PCA approach is that the scatter maximised is due not only to the between-class scatter but also to the within-class scatter. Therefore, we also test in this study the behaviour of a linear-discriminant-based strategy, 21 which is able to tackle this point.
In the LDA framework, the between-class scatter (the dispersion among each class means) is defined as:
where C is the number of classes of the training database (in our work C=2: fatty or dense), μ k is the mean image of each class C k and M k is the number of images in the training database belonging to class C k . The within-class scatter (the overall sum of the dispersion inside each class) is defined:
The aim of LDA is to find the subspace where the between-class scatter is maximised while the within-class is minimised. Formally,
where W PCA is defined by Eq. 4 and W FLD :
Note that this W FLD definition is necessary in order to avoid the singularities of the within-class scatter matrix.
As in the PCA strategy, each training patch can be transformed into this subspace obtaining a new vector of weights (z i ), which describes the contribution of each vector in representing the patch. Hence, when classifying a new patch, this is projected onto that subspace and classified according to the most similar class using again the nearest neighbour algorithm.
Segmenting the Breast
Once a model is built using either the PCA or LDA strategy, we are ready to classify each pixel of the mammogram as belonging to fatty or dense tissue. For such a task, we open a search window of size N×N centred at each pixel, and we use this patch as the input for the model. Hence, the patch is spanned to the corresponding subspace, and the weights of its components are the input data used in the nearest neighbour algorithm to provide the classification. The result after repeating this simple procedure for all the breast pixels is the final breast segmentation in either fatty or dense class.
RESULTS
This experimental section is divided in two subsections. Firstly, we present a quantitative analysis of the results on the Trueta database using PCA and LDA modelling strategies, analysing also the effect of changing the parameters: (M) the number of patches and (N) the patch size. Afterwards, we present an extensive qualitative validation using both the Trueta and the MIAS database. Notice that we could not use the public MIAS database for a quantitative analysis since the density tissue ground truth is not available.
It is important to remark that the patches used in the modelling step are extracted individually from each database. Observing Figures 1 and 2 , one can clearly notice that the tissue appearance of both databases is different. This is due to the fact that the MIAS database was obtained by scanning film screen mammograms, while the Trueta one is fullfield digital. Therefore, our modelling process is independently performed for both databases.
The results presented in this paper have been obtained following a ten-folder cross-validation methodology. Hence, each database was divided into ten different groups, containing approximately the same number of mammograms. From each group we extracted a set of patches, containing fatty and dense tissue types. In particular, six fatty and six dense patches were manually selected for each group. Afterwards, nine of the groups were merged and used for doing the training (54 fatty and 54 dense patches for the training), while the mammograms of the remaining group produced the segmentation testing set. This procedure was repeated until all groups were used for testing. Note that using this methodology, each mammogram appears in the test set only once and it is tested using patches extracted from other mammograms.
Quantitative Results
The data used in this analysis is a subset of 60 MLO mammograms of the Trueta database from where dense area was accurately segmented by two radiologists. Hence, we can quantitatively compare both automatic and manual segmentations using PCA and LDA strategies.
The three following measures are used to evaluate the results:
Y Accuracy or percentage of correct classification (M1). This measure computes the correct classification of all pixels as being classified as fatty or dense tissue. In terms of True Positives (TP), True Negatives (TN), False Positives (FP), and False Negatives (FN), the M1 measure is computed as:
Y Area overlap (M2). This measure only takes dense pixels into account. Being A one segmentation and B the other one, (M2) is defined as the ratio between the number of pixels in the intersection of both segmentations and the number of pixels in the union:
22 This is a common measure in medical imaging that is close to the area overlap. This measure gives more weight to those pixels correctly classified as dense in both segmentations:
Note that all these measures are equal to 1 when both segmented areas are identical, equal to 0 when both areas do not intersect, and have values between 0 and 1 otherwise. Table 2 shows the obtained results when modelling the breast using the PCA and the LDA strategy. Note that the overlap between both manual and automatic annotations is high, show- ing a good performance of our approach in all three measures. Observe also that the PCA strategy provides the best results, although the difference is not statistically significant. This is a surprising result because we expected the LDA modelling strategy to have better performance than the PCA one, since it takes the between and within-class scatter of the data into account. However, LDA results in many disconnected dense regions, while the PCA approach provides a more compact classification.
One of the advantages of our approach is the small number of parameters required: M the number of patches and N the patch size. The results shown in this paper were obtained using a total number of 54 patches per training of size 50× 50 pixels. Both parameters were empirically validated and were those which provided a good compromise between the performance of the method and the complexity of the model. Note that the selected number of patches should be large enough to provide sufficient data variation per each tissue class but small enough to avoid overfitting the classifier. On the other hand, when using large patch sizes, our approach provided more homogeneous regions, while when using small sizes, it provided small unconnected regions. This is due to the fact that cumuli of ducts are considered as being part of the dense tissue. It is important to remark that if the patch size is too large, the approach may produce oversegmented results.
Qualitative Results
In order to perform a qualitative analysis, we use the PCA modelling strategy (which provided better quantitative results, see Table 2 ) to obtain the breast segmentations. The qualitative analysis is given in terms of boxplots, 23 a graphical statistical summary of the data. The boxplot is defined by the lower and upper quartiles, while the line inside the box defines the median. The notch represents a robust estimate of the uncertainty about the medians for box-to-box comparison. Hence, boxes whose notches do not overlap indicate that the medians of the groups differ at the 5% significance level. The whiskers are lines that show the extent of the rest of the data, extending from each end of the boxes to the most extreme data value within 1.5*IQR, where IQR is the interquartile range of the sample. Outliers are data with values beyond the ends of the whiskers.
MIAS Qualitative Results
A qualitative analysis is performed using the entire MIAS database (322 images in total). After segmenting the breast in both fatty and dense tissues, we computed the percentage of segmented dense area relative to the overall breast area (fatty and dense areas). Afterwards, we constructed a boxplot analysis detailing this percentage according to each density class provided in the MIAS annotations (fatty, glandular and dense). This is shown in Figure 5 . Observe that the percentage of dense area increases according to the class density. Note also that mammograms belonging to fatty class do almost not show any dense area, while dense mammograms have large percentage dispersion. Notice that we obtained several outliers in the fatty and glandular classes. This is due to the fact that there is a small set of mammograms brighter than the rest, and in this cases, the algorithm is not able to correctly recognise the fatty tissue. In these cases, a previous grey-level normalisation of the image should be necessary. 24 We repeated the same analysis but using the annotations provided by the radiologists, who classified the MIAS database according to the BIR-ADS standard. The results are shown in Figure 6 . Note that the dense area of mammograms belonging to BIRADS I is again insignificant, while mammograms belonging to BIRADS II have a small part of dense tissue. The dispersion in dense classes is now reduced, and the outliers have also been reduced. Moreover, according to the notches, the difference in the median of all classes is clearly significant. Figure 7 shows the mammogram samples of Figure 1 after applying our segmentation approach using the PCA modelling. The lighter cluster shows the dense area, while the darker one shows the fatty tissue. Note that the dense area of the mammograms is segmented in a single and homogeneous region, except for the mammogram belonging to BIRADS II who has a second small dense cluster. Moreover, observe that the size of the dense cluster increases as the density of the breast also increases.
Trueta Qualitative Results
In this section, we repeat the same qualitative analysis but using the Trueta database and now analysing 125 MLO and 125 CC views independently. The pre-processing step of CC mammograms did not include the pectoral muscle removal since the muscle was not present in this view. Figure 8 shows the boxplots of the dense percentage obtained. The first row analyses the CC mammograms, while the second one analyses the MLO ones. Note that, in both cases, the percentage increases according to the BIRADS classes. However, we found two outliers using the CC set and two more when using the MLO one. Note that the trend is similar when comparing both datasets, showing that our approach is able to correctly segment both MLO and CC mammograms.
Comparing the obtained results using the MIAS and the ones using the Trueta database, we observe that the BIRADS I distribution is better defined when using the former database. This is due to the different nature of the databases. Remember that the MIAS is a digitised database, while the Trueta one is fully digital. In the Trueta database, almost all fatty mammograms have a small region segmented due to the fact that the digital database has more contrast than the digitised one (see for instance Figures 1 and 2) . Hence, some ducts and linear structures that are brighter than the fatty breast tissue are incorrectly segmented. In contrast, the performance for the other classes is similar. 
DISCUSSIONS
In order to show the benefits of our approach, we compared the obtained results with a thresholding approach. As already said in "Introduction", thresholding is one of the most used approaches for breast density segmentation. In particular, we apply here two different well-known thresholding techniques: the first one based on the maximentropy thresholding 25 and the second one based on the Ridler-Calvard algorithm. 26 Figure 9 shows the results obtained for the MIAS database when using both thresholding approaches for breast density quantification. Note that the performance of both thresholding algorithms for class BIRADS I is not the expected one, obtaining a large dispersion in the dense percentage ratio. The reason for this behaviour is that there is a set of mammograms correctly segmented (without dense cluster or being small), while there is another set incorrectly segmented. In these cases, the thresholding approaches segmented the outer part of the breast from the inner part due to the fact that pixels near the skin-line (those with less breast tissue) are darker than the other ones. Hence, in homogeneous fatty mammograms, this tends to produce an incorrect estimation of the threshold. In contrast, the rest of BIRADS classes show more compact results, increasing the median of the class according to the increasing density. However, comparing these results with those shown in Figure 6 , the median is higher. This is also a consequence of bad threshold estimation. However, in this case, the bias is smaller due to the fact the tissue of the mammograms is more heterogeneous, and therefore, the estimated threshold is greater than the obtained when segmenting mammograms belonging to BIRADS I.
We also want to briefly discuss the performance of the initial pre-processing step explained in Boxplot of breast dense percentage using the MIAS database and two well-known thresholding approaches. First row shows the results using the maximum-entropy thresholding, 24 while second one using the Ridler-Calvard algorithm.
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"Initial Pre-processing Step", which was performed in order to remove background, annotations and pectoral muscle of the images. In general, the performance of these algorithms is good enough in most of the cases. However, for the MIAS database, there is a small set of images where the breast segmentation algorithm decreases its accuracy, incorrectly segmenting a small border of the breast. In contrast, regarding the Trueta database, the pectoral muscle is incorrectly segmented in few cases, having the problem of segmenting a small portion of fatty tissue besides the pectoral muscle. However, in both cases, the segmentation algorithm segments correctly the dense tissue due to the fact that the algorithm does not depend on the fatty tissue. Note that, for these special situations, as a small area of the fatty tissue has been suppressed, the ratio of dense area is slightly biased to higher values. A different way of showing the robustness of our approach is to compare the left and right mammograms. From a medical point of view, this is justified by the fact that both breasts of the same woman have similar internal tissue. 27 Note that we can perform this analysis because the MIAS database is composed by left and right mammograms of 161 women.
In Figure 10 , we show the dense percentage plot of the right mammograms versus the dense percentage of the left mammograms. We also include the diagonal line to show the ideal case. According to the figure, most of the mammograms are segmented in a similar way. However, it is difficult to follow the ideal case. This is due to the segmentation algorithm and also to the internal tissue (although being similar is not identical). In fact, some of the discrepancies are due to the presence of different tissue or abnormalities in one of the breast. In this sense, the first row of Figure 11 shows a pair of leftright mammograms of the same patient. Observe that the right mammogram has a large white region being a big mass. The second row of the figure shows the result of segmenting each mammogram using our approach. Note that the presence of the mass biased the algorithm, which detected the mass as a cluster of dense tissue. Obviously, the comparison of left-right mammograms in these cases does not follow the ideal case.
CONCLUSIONS
A statistical approach to model and segment the mammograms according to their internal density has been presented. The algorithm learns the characteristics and the variability of the different tissue, being able to correctly segment the breast into fatty and dense regions. Moreover, two different breast modelling strategies have also been compared. The segmentation approach is quantitatively and qualitatively evaluated using two different databases, obtaining better results with the PCA strategy. Furthermore, the obtained results show the feasibility and robustness of our approach.
The final goal of our research is directed to the use of fatty and dense information to recover the 3D internal structure of the breast by correlating both tissue segmentations of CC and MLO views.
